Introduction
============

Tonotopy is a key organizational feature of the vertebrate auditory system. Also referred to as cochleotopy, it arises in the cochlea of the inner ear, which acts as a bank of parallel filters that are sharply tuned to neighboring frequencies ([@bib77]). Because this organization pervades all levels of the central auditory system---including the auditory nerve, subcortical nuclei, and auditory cortex---it forms one of the most characteristic functional principles to guide our understanding of auditory processing. In that sense, it is comparable to the role of retinotopy in the visual system and somatotopy in the somatosensory and motor systems. However, in sharp contrast with these other topographic cortical mappings, the tonotopic layout of the human auditory cortex remains relatively poorly understood.

Electrophysiologic recordings in numerous animal species, including birds ([@bib10]; [@bib8]; [@bib73]), rodents ([@bib39]; [@bib21]; [@bib37]; [@bib28]; [@bib66]), primates ([@bib36]; [@bib41]; [@bib30]; [@bib64]), and other mammals ([@bib68]; [@bib74]; [@bib56]), have repeatedly shown the existence of multiple cortical fields that display a tonotopic organization. Often, at least 2 pronounced frequency gradients are observable in primary auditory cortex that are more or less colinear but oppositely directed and abutting at their low-frequency endpoint. This results in a distinctive "high-to-low-to-high" distribution of characteristic frequencies. Because in humans such invasive measurements can be carried out in exceptional circumstances only, direct recordings of characteristic frequency as a function of location in human auditory cortex are sparse ([@bib23]). More recently, animal studies also started to use noninvasive methods, and the observable extensive tonotopic patterns are now regularly relied upon to reveal a multitude of functional fields in auditory cortex ([@bib51], [@bib52]; [@bib72]). At the same time, various specializations and differentiations that are unique to humans, both in function (e.g., language) and in structure (e.g., Heschl\'s gyrus, HG), may have given rise to a different tonotopic layout as compared with other mammals. This complicates the translation of results from animals to humans.

Many studies have attempted to map the tonotopic organization in healthy human subjects. Electroencephalographic (EEG) and magnetoencephalographic (MEG) data allow the effective location of current dipoles to be reconstructed, typically one for each hemisphere. A number of studies reported that the dipole\'s depth below the scalp and its coordinate along the rostrocaudal axis increased with stimulus frequency, and its orientation varied due to gyral morphology ([@bib59]; [@bib49]; [@bib29]; [@bib7]; [@bib48]; [@bib25]; [@bib76]; [@bib16]; [@bib81]; [@bib83]; [@bib43]). These findings confirm that human auditory cortex is organized tonotopically, with an effective low-to-high-frequency gradient extending in the (antero)lateral-to-(postero)medial direction along HG. However, in spite that at least 2 studies distinguished multiple tonotopic gradients in one hemisphere simultaneously ([@bib47]; [@bib80]), the coarse spatial resolution and limited number of reconstructable dipoles in EEG/MEG presently restricts the ability to map cortical frequency representations in closer detail.

Alternative neuroimaging modalities, like positron emission topography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), offer more precise spatial resolution and the ability to sample large numbers of cortical sites simultaneously. Early studies determined the effective location of activation in each hemisphere (e.g., the center of mass of an activation cluster or the location of its peak activation) in response to as little as 2 different tone frequencies but still confirmed that the higher frequency was represented more (postero)medially along HG than the lower frequency ([@bib33]; [@bib82]; [@bib5]; [@bib35]). Later, more frequencies were included in an attempt to show that the tonotopic progression in primary auditory cortex was gradual ([@bib34]; [@bib50]; [@bib60]; [@bib88]; [@bib32]), although at least one report considered the possibility that functional fields with discrete differences in their frequency preferences could also explain the observed data ([@bib62]).

Other authors have attempted to distinguish multiple tonotopic gradients per hemisphere. For example, 8 consistently occurring response foci to either low- or high-frequency stimuli were identified ([@bib70]). Later, these were judged to be pairwise connected by 6 tonotopic gradients on the basis of waves of activation that traveled across the cortex in response to slow frequency sweeps ([@bib71]). Multiple low-to-high-frequency gradients were oriented around the lateral-to-medial direction, but results also included an oppositely oriented gradient on the lateral side, for instance. In the same period, a reversed tonotopic organization in lateral temporal cortex was reported ([@bib87]) that was attributed to the existence of a second gradient along lateral HG ([@bib12]). Through the use of a high-field-strength scanner, appealing evidence soon appeared for the simultaneous existence of 2 mirror-symmetric tonotopic maps in adjacent subdivisions of primary auditory cortex ([@bib13]). These maps were oppositely directed and extended more or less colinearly along the axis of HG, touching at their low-frequency endpoints. Comparable maps were later observed at lower field strengths ([@bib65]; [@bib75]; [@bib86]; [@bib22]). A recent study showed up to 6 gradients extending as far as the superior temporal sulcus and middle temporal gyrus ([@bib67]). These included the typical mirror-symmetric organization in core auditory cortex, and an additional similar organization in belt and parabelt areas. Taken together, these findings support a picture that is related to that in primates and other mammals (for a meta analysis, see [@bib84]).

In a recent study ([@bib24]), a zone on the lateral aspect of HG was found to respond preferentially to lower frequencies, whereas zones posterior and anterior to HG were more sensitive to higher frequencies. An alternative tonotopic organization was proposed in which the gradients are directed obliquely and roughly perpendicular to HG rather than parallel along HG. A third smaller gradient was observed in the lateral planum temporale (PT). The authors claimed that their results still suggest close homologies between the tonotopic organization of human and nonhuman primate auditory cortex but in a different spatial orientation than previously assumed.

In conclusion, most studies in humans agree on the existence of a dominant gradient in which low frequencies are represented laterally and high frequencies are represented medially around HG. Nevertheless, a more detailed tonotopic organization in human auditory cortex is not unambiguously established yet. So why has it proved so problematic to map frequency distributions in human auditory cortex with sufficient precision to identify individual tonotopic gradients?

Various factors complicate the interpretation of functional outcomes. Apart from tonotopic frequency maps, auditory cortex also features representations of other acoustic parameters like stimulus bandwidth, sweep direction, or lateralization ([@bib85]). Furthermore, the morphology of superior temporal cortex is complex and difficult to oversee. At the same time, the functional architecture of the auditory cortex does not relate one-on-one to structural landmarks and shows considerable intersubject variability ([@bib54]). Various authors have advocated the mapping of tonotopic gradients in individual subjects, arguing that the functional organization is too variable to be successfully pooled. However, due to the limited amount of data that is usually available from single subjects, this results in worse signal-to-noise characteristics. Also, it renders one vulnerable to individual anomalies that are not representative for the population as a whole.

On top of the complexity of the functional organization in the brain, fundamental methodological limitations play a role. Tonotopic gradients are defined as an orderly progression of neuronal characteristic frequencies across the cortical surface. In turn, the characteristic frequency is defined as that frequency at which a neuron exhibits its lowest response threshold. However, most noninvasive neuroimaging methods tend to have insufficient sensitivity to measure reliable responses near threshold. For that reason, stimuli are typically presented at high intensity levels, where neurons are known to respond to a broad range of frequencies ([@bib57]). Moreover, previous studies mostly employed either an auditory task or passive listening to salient sound stimuli to obtain sufficiently high evoked response amplitudes. It is known that neuronal response properties can rapidly be modulated by top-down attentional mechanisms ([@bib4]; [@bib86]; [@bib1]; [@bib45]). By directing attention to task-relevant sound stimuli, tonotopically organized frequency preferences may have been influenced by the experimental paradigm. Typically, task-relevant frequencies tend to be facilitated and become overrepresented in auditory cortex ([@bib14]). Therefore, stimulus loudness as well as task relevance results in spread of activation, which may distort and possibly obscure any existing tonotopic gradients ([@bib72]).

In an effort to overcome some of the mentioned difficulties, in the current study, we employed task-irrelevant unattended low-level stimuli to avoid excessive spread of sound-evoked activation. High-resolution fMRI images were acquired to detect responses to tone stimuli that were presented in the absence of acoustic scanner noise and that spanned a 5-octave frequency range. A relatively large group of 20 subjects was included. Using an analysis approach that was strongly data driven, we combined responses across both subjects and stimuli to obtain robust tonotopic maps at the group level.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Subjects
--------

Twenty healthy subjects (gender: 4 males, 16 females; age: mean 33 years, range 21--60 years; handedness: 17 right, 3 left) were invited to participate in this fMRI study on the basis of written informed consent, in approved accordance with the requirements of the institution\'s medical ethical committee. They reported no history of auditory, neurological, or psychiatric disorders. Standard audiometry was performed to determine hearing thresholds for both ears at frequencies from 250 Hz to 8 kHz.

Data Acquisition
----------------

Subjects were placed supinely in the bore of a 3.0-T MR system (Philips Intera, Best, the Netherlands), which was equipped with an 8-channel phased-array (SENSE) transmit/receive head coil. The functional imaging session included three 8-min runs, each consisting of a dynamic series of 40 identical high-resolution *T*~2~\*-sensitive gradient-echo echo-planar imaging (EPI) volume acquisitions (repetition time 12.0 s; acquisition time 2.0 s; echo time 22 ms; flip angle 90°; matrix 128 × 128 × 40; resolution 1.5 × 1.5 × 1.5 mm^3^; interleaved slice order, no slice gap). The acquisition volume was positioned in an oblique axial orientation, tilted forward parallel to the Sylvian fissure, and approximately centered on the superior temporal sulci. Additional preparation scans were used to achieve stable image contrast and to trigger the start of stimulus delivery, but these were not included into the analysis. The scanner coolant pump and fan were turned off during imaging to diminish ambient noise levels. The paradigm is illustrated in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

![For each subject, 3 runs were performed that consisted of 40 consecutive trials of a visual/emotional task. Each trial comprised 5 s during which a fixation cross was shown, 5 s during which a picture was displayed, and an additional 2 s during which subjects could respond and indicate their judgment of the picture\'s emotional valence (positive/neutral/negative) with 1 of 3 button options. Sparse fMRI acquisitions took place during the last 2-s interval only; in the interspersed 10-s periods of scanner inactivity, tone sequences were presented. Within a trial, the fundamental frequency (¼, ½, 1, 2, 4, or 8 kHz) and loudness (soft or loud, differing by 20 dB) of the tones remained the same, but these conditions (plus a silent condition) were varied across trials in a random fashion unrelated to the task.](cercorbhr282f01_4c){#fig1}

Task
----

During each imaging run, subjects performed an engaging visual/emotional task that comprised 40 trials of 12-s duration. During the first 5 s of each trial, a fixation cross was presented on a screen. During the next 5 s, a picture was shown that was randomly selected---without replacement---out of a subset of 300 images from the International Affective Picture System ([@bib31]). Subjects were instructed to empathize with the depicted scene and decide whether the picture\'s affective valence was positive, negative, or neutral. During the final 2 s, 3 response options appeared below the picture, each labeled with a color-coded "smiley" symbol: a green "![](cercorbhr282fx01_lw.jpg)" for positive valence, a yellow "![](cercorbhr282fx02_lw.jpg)" for neutral valence, and a red "![](cercorbhr282fx03_lw.jpg)" for negative valence. Subjects responded by means of 3 corresponding touch buttons on a handheld button device, which could be pressed with minimal effort or head motion. The smileys were arranged in a random spatial order that could differ from trial to trial. The 2-s response period precisely coincided with the 2-s duration EPI acquisitions. Before the onset of the first trial, a succinct instruction slide was shown that summarized the task. After the last trial, a message was shown stating that the run had ended. Before the scanning session, the task was clearly explained and demonstrated, and subjects were given the opportunity to practice a few trials. Once positioned in the scanner, subjects had time to familiarize themselves with the operation of the button device before the start of the first trial.

Sound Stimuli
-------------

During these runs, sound was presented by means of MR-compatible electrodynamic headphones (MR Confon GmbH, Magdeburg, Germany) ([@bib3]) that were connected to a standard PC with soundcard. Underneath the headset, subjects wore foam earplugs to further dampen the acoustic noise produced by the scanner. Subjects were informed beforehand that the presented sound stimuli were irrelevant for the purpose of the visual/emotional task. During the first 10 s of each trial, while the MR scanner was inactive, a sequence of 50 identical 100-ms tone stimuli was presented at a rate of 5 Hz. The fundamental frequency *f*~0~ of the tones remained the same within a trial and equaled *f*~0~ = ¼, ½, 1, 2, 4, or 8 kHz. On top of a constant fundamental, each tone stimulus contained a first overtone that quickly decayed with an e-folding time of 25 ms. A windowing function *A*(*t*) was used to impose 5-ms linear rise and fall times. The corresponding waveform *w*(*t*) is given by the equation *w*(*t*) = *A*(*t*)·\[sin(2π·*f*~0~·*t*)+½·e^−*t*/0.025^·sin(2π·2*f*~0~·*t*)\]. An additional silent stimulus waveform was included.

All waveforms were digitized and saved as 16-bit 44.1-kHz data files, scaled at 2 levels that differed by a factor of 10 in amplitude. As a result, the louder set of stimuli was precisely 20 dB louder than the softer set of stimuli. The perceived presentation levels were calibrated in a separate session by determining the subjects\' audiometric thresholds to the presented tone stimuli inside the scanner environment while wearing earplugs and comparing those with the subjects\' standard audiometric thresholds. For example, if the loud 2-kHz stimulus needed to be attenuated by 40 dB to reach a subject\'s threshold for that stimulus as determined inside the scanner and if that subject\'s standard audiometric threshold at 2 kHz was 5 dB HL, then the loud 2-kHz stimulus was inferred to have been presented at 45 dB HL, and the corresponding soft stimulus at 25 dB HL.

The stimulus frequencies and intensity levels were randomly varied across trials, in an order that differed across runs and subjects, and that was unrelated to the affective valence of the task-related pictures.

Data Preprocessing
------------------

During data preprocessing, we used the SPM8b software package (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, <http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/>) running in Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA).

Contrast differences between odd and even slices due to the interleaved slice order were eliminated by interpolating between pairs of adjacent slices, shifting the imaging grid over half the slice thickness. Next, the functional imaging volumes were corrected for motion effects using 3D rigid body transformations. The anatomical images were coregistered to the functional volumes, and all images were normalized into Montreal Neurological Institute stereotaxic space. Images were moderately smoothed using an isotropic 4-mm full width at half maximum Gaussian kernel and resampled to a 2-mm isotropic resolution. A logarithmic transformation was carried out in order to naturally express all derived voxel signal measures in units of percentage signal change (given the small relative magnitude of the blood oxygenation level--dependent \[BOLD\] effect, a truncated Taylor series expansion of the transformed signal *Ŝ*(*t*) = 100·ln(*S*(*t*)) gives rise to Δ*Ŝ*(*t*) = 100·Δ*S*(*t*)/*S*~0~, indicating that the absolute signal change in Δ*Ŝ*(*t*) equals the relative signal change in Δ*S*(*t*) expressed as a percentage relative to its baseline level *S*~0~).

Mass-univariate general linear regression models were constructed and assessed for each subject, including 1) 2 regressors, modeling the reported affective valences (positive or negative, relative to neutral); 2) 12 regressors, modeling the sound stimulus conditions (6 frequencies × 2 intensity levels, relative to silence); 3) translation and rotation parameters in the *x*-, *y*-, and *z*-directions, modeling residual motion effects; and 4) a third-degree polynomial for each run, modeling baseline and drift effects.

Data Analysis
-------------

The estimated sound-evoked response amplitudes were entered into a group-level mixed effects analysis. On a voxel-by-voxel basis, the significance of the response to sound was assessed by means of a Student\'s *t*-test, weighting all 12 sound-related regressors equally.

A region of interest (ROI) was defined by thresholding the outcomes at a confidence level *P* \< 0.05 (familywise error \[FWE\] corrected) and cluster size *k* \> 100 voxels. The 4519 voxels (i.e., 36 cm^3^) that remained formed 2 coherent clusters of approximately equal size, located bilaterally in the superior temporal lobes that contain auditory cortex. For each subject, the response levels of all detected voxels were flattened into a 4519-element column vector, one for each stimulus condition. These were subsequently averaged across subjects to obtain 12 response vectors **β**, which were subsequently concatenated into a single 4519 × 12 response matrix **B**. The pairwise (Pearson) correlations between these vectors were calculated and collected into a 12 × 12 correlation matrix **R**.

To obtain a succinct representation of the entire group-level data, the response matrix **B** was decomposed into principal components by means of a singular value decomposition. Each principal component comprised a response map that contained the variation in amplitude of the 4519 voxels and a response profile that contained the corresponding variation in mean response level across the 12 stimulus conditions. Because only the magnitude of the outer product of the response profile and map is uniquely defined, but the magnitude of the profile or map individually are not, the response profile was scaled to unit root-mean-square amplitude. As a result, the response profiles are dimensionless, whereas the corresponding response maps are expressed in units of percentage signal change.

Results
=======

Sound Presentation Levels
-------------------------

The error bars in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} indicate the hearing thresholds of all subjects (mean ± standard deviation \[SD\]), as measured in a silent room. Typically, thresholds were better than 20 dB HL. A slight hearing loss occurred at the highest frequency of 8 kHz, but thresholds were considered normal overall. The shaded ellipses in this figure indicate the approximate presentation levels of the employed stimuli, as determined by comparing the stimulus threshold of subjects inside the scanner with their audiometric tone threshold outside the scanner. Because the amount of attenuation due to the earplugs tended to differ from subject to subject, the shown levels are indicative only. Due to the combined effects of hearing thresholds and presentation levels, stimuli at intermediate frequencies (e.g., 1 kHz) were perceived more loudly on average than those at the lowest or highest frequencies (¼ or 8 kHz). Still, all loud stimuli were exactly 20 dB louder than the corresponding soft stimuli.

![The error bars show tone thresholds at octave intervals from ¼ to 8 kHz for all subjects in both ears (mean ± SD; left ear: offset to the left; right ear: offset to the right). Shaded ellipses indicate the approximate intensity levels at which the employed stimuli were presented.](cercorbhr282f02_ht){#fig2}

Sound-Evoked Activation Levels
------------------------------

[Figure 3*a*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the group-level activation to all sound stimuli, thresholded at a confidence level *P* \< 0.05 (FWE corrected) and cluster size *k* \> 100 voxels. Two large activation clusters were observed in the superior temporal lobe of the left and right hemispheres. These voxels were selected as an ROI and analyzed further. In [Figure 3*b*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the activation levels of all voxels in the ROI in response to each of the 12 stimuli (expressed as a percentage signal change relative to baseline) are overlaid on an axial anatomical image by means of a color-coded mean intensity projection. All stimuli resulted in clear activation in the auditory cortices of both temporal lobes, perhaps with the exception of the soft 8-kHz condition. Unsurprisingly, the loud stimuli always resulted in stronger activation than the soft stimuli. Low-frequency stimuli also tended to result in stronger activation than high-frequency stimuli (although the ¼-kHz stimuli evoked slightly less activity than the ½- and 1-kHz stimuli). With regard to the spatial activation pattern, notable differences were observed between low- and high-frequency stimuli. Whereas low-frequency stimuli resulted in large activation clusters that occurred centrally laterally in the ROI and that peaked in lateral HG, the activation in response to high-frequency stimuli started to break up into 2 smaller clusters along the medial periphery of the ROI on the anterior and posterior sides of medial HG.

![(*a*) Activation to all sound stimuli relative to silence according to a *t*-test thresholded at a confidence level *P* \< 0.05 (FWE corrected) and cluster size *k* \> 100 voxels. Two extensive activation clusters were observed in bilateral auditory cortex, which were subsequently used as an ROI. (*b*) For the sound stimuli of various frequencies (¼, ½, 1, 2, 4, or 8 kHz) and intensities (soft or loud), activation maps were constructed that display the response levels of all voxels in the ROI. (*c*) For each of the maps, voxels were rank ordered and percentile values are shown. (*d*) The frequency corresponding with the condition that resulted in the largest response level is mapped. (*e*) Similarly, the frequency corresponding with the condition that resulted in the largest response rank is mapped.](cercorbhr282f03_4c){#fig3}

In order to be able to better appreciate the differences in the spatial organization of evoked activation without the presence of confounding differences in overall response magnitudes, the activation levels of all voxels in the ROI were rank ordered. For each of the 12 response vectors **β**, amplitudes were transformed such that the *n*th percentile voxel was assigned a value *n* (i.e., the least active voxel equaled 0, the most active voxel equaled 100, the median voxel equaled 50, and so forth). Results are shown in [Figure 3*c*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} by means of a color-coded mean intensity projection. Differences between soft and loud stimuli largely disappeared (as compared with [Fig. 3*b*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The activation maxima to low-frequency stimuli were clearly found to peak in one central location situated in lateral HG, while activation maxima to high-frequency stimuli gradually migrated toward the medial edge of the ROI, both in anterior and in posterior direction.

In [Figure 3*d--e*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, voxels were color-coded according to the frequency that resulted in the highest response level or response rank (irrespective of loudness), respectively. Best frequencies were averaged across voxels that overlap along the *z*-direction. Because low-frequency stimuli resulted in the largest absolute responses, these frequencies dominate in the map based on response levels. Still, high frequencies were encountered in a limited number of voxels that bordered anteriorly or posteriorly to HG, mostly in the medial half. Based on rank, however, high frequencies were much more abundant and dominated along the entire medial edge of the cluster, both anterior and posterior to HG.

To quantify the similarities between the various maps, (Pearson) correlation coefficients were calculated and displayed in [Figure 4*a*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. With regard to the correlations between soft stimuli mutually (lower left quadrant) or between loud stimuli mutually (upper right quadrant), the response maps to pairs of soft stimuli were always found to be correlated less strongly than those to the corresponding pair of loud stimuli. Furthermore, correlations strictly decreased as the difference in stimulus frequency became bigger (i.e., further from the diagonal). Both of these observations are illustrated in [Figure 4*b*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, where the correlation coefficients *R* between pairs of soft or loud stimuli are plotted as a function of the frequency difference Δ*f*. This shows that the activation pattern to any particular frequency resembles the activation to neighboring frequencies but progressively less so for more distant frequencies. At the same time, response maps to soft stimuli were more dissimilar than those to corresponding loud stimuli. [Figure 4*a*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} also shows that frequencies from ¼ to 2 kHz were all relatively highly correlated, whereas the 4- and 8-kHz stimuli correlated much less with any of the other frequencies.

![Activations of all voxels in the ROI were correlated between pairs of stimuli. (*a*) The diameters of the disks reflect the similarity between the response maps to stimuli of varying frequency and loudness, as indicated by the value of the (Pearson) correlation coefficient *R*. (*b*) For all pairs of distinct frequencies, correlations *R* between pairs of soft stimuli (light diamonds, dotted line) or pairs of loud stimuli (dark diamonds, solid line) are plotted as a function of the frequency difference Δ*f* (expressed in octaves). Correlations decreased as stimulus frequencies differed more strongly. Moreover, response maps to soft stimuli were more dissimilar than those to loud stimuli.](cercorbhr282f04_ht){#fig4}

With regard to the correlations between soft and loud stimuli (upper left and lower right quadrants), the highest correlations were again found near the diagonal. On top of that, a weak but systematic asymmetry could be observed. Soft stimuli at intermediate frequencies correlated better with loud stimuli at extreme frequencies than the other way around. For example, a soft 1-kHz stimulus and a loud ¼-kHz stimulus correlated more strongly than a loud 1-kHz stimulus and a soft ¼-kHz stimulus; also, a soft 2-kHz stimulus and a loud 8-kHz stimulus correlated more strongly than a loud 2-kHz stimulus and a soft 8-kHz stimulus.

Principal Components
--------------------

The response matrix **B** was decomposed into principal components. The first principal component explained a proportion of 94.6% of the total signal power. The second component was 5.4 times weaker in root-mean-square sense and explained an additional 3.2%. The other components were much weaker still and each explained less than 0.5% (0.2 ± 0.1%, mean ± SD). On the basis of a scree test, the first 2 components were studied further.

The first principal component that best summarizes (in least squares sense) the observed response patterns across all activated voxels and all presented stimuli is shown in [Figure 5*a*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The component\'s response map resembles [Figure 3*a*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and well summarizes the typical activation pattern in [Figure 3*b*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The corresponding response profile also reveals the same trends that were already observed in [Figure 3*b*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}: Most notably, response amplitudes increase with loudness and responses decline toward higher frequencies (except for ¼ kHz).

![Results of the principal component analysis. (*a*,*b*) The first and second principal components are shown, respectively. Maps show the principal component\'s amplitude as a function of voxel location, projected on an axial anatomical slice; bar graphs show the corresponding response profiles as a function of stimulus frequency and loudness. (*c*) The voxelwise amplitudes of the first and second principal component (*A*~1~ and *A*~2~) were compared. Their ratio *A*~2~/*A*~1~ is shown by means of a color-coded map; their values are plotted in a scatter plot. In (*d*), the same map is shown on a 3D mean cortical surface reconstruction, viewed from above (see also [Supplementary Movie S1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhr282/DC1)). For improved visibility of the superior surface of the temporal lobe, including HG, only the lower middle part of the brain is shown, sectioned through an oblique axial plane at 2*z* + *y* = 10. (*e*) The direction of the 2D gradient of the map in panel *c* was color-coded and plotted as a function of the *x*- and *y*-coordinates. In each hemisphere, 3 parallel strips were observed within which the gradient retained the same direction but across which it showed sudden jumps. (*f*) The histograms of the gradient directions in panel *e* showed a strongly bimodal distribution, which was highly comparable between the 2 hemispheres except for a mirroring around the *y*-axis.](cercorbhr282f05_4c){#fig5}

[Figure 5*b*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} similarly displays the second principal component, which summarizes how data primarily tend to deviate from the behavior shown in the first component alone. The response map contains negative values at the lateral extreme of HG (red) and positive values at the posterior and anterior borders of HG on its medial side (blue). The corresponding response profile shows a monotonous increase as a function of frequency, starting negative at ¼ kHz and ending positive at 8 kHz. Combined, this means that voxels are relatively more responsive to low-frequency stimulation in lateral HG and relatively more responsive to high-frequency stimuli in anteromedial and posteromedial HG.

Because the shape of the response profile that results from the first 2 principal components combined is determined by the relative contribution of the first and second component in a voxel, their strengths were compared and plotted in [Figure 5*c*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The map shows a mean intensity projection of the ratio *A*~2~/*A*~1~, as calculated for each voxel; the scatter plot shows *A*~2~ versus *A*~1~, where every voxel contributes one data point. Both panels are color-coded according to the same scale. Qualitatively, the resulting map is somewhat similar to that in [Figure 5*b*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. High-frequency extrema were observed in posterior medial HG near (*x*, *y*, *z*) = (−44, −36, +10) and (+52, −28, +8) and anterior medial HG near (*x*, *y*, *z*) = (−30, −26, +8) and (+36, −22, +10); primary low-frequency extrema were located in lateral HG near (*x*, *y*, *z*) = (−56, −12, +2) and (+62, −4, +2) and weaker secondary extrema were found in lateral PT near (*x*, *y*, *z*) = (−62, −32, +10) and (+68, −22, +4).

Because in a mean intensity projection many voxels will overlap, in [Figure 5*d*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, the same map is shown on a 3D cortical surface cross-section instead. The color bar illustrates the shape of the response profiles that are obtained for various mixtures of the first 2 components. Again, negative values that reflect a low-frequency preference were observed at the lateral extreme of HG, which can be seen to run diagonally over the top of the temporal lobe, whereas positive values that reflect a high-frequency preference were found on the anterior and posterior banks of medial HG. To better convey the 3D layout, a supplementary animated figure is provided ([Supplementary Movie S1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhr282/DC1)).

In [Figure 5*e*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, the direction of the gradient of the *A*~2~/*A*~1~ ratio map (in [Fig. 5*c*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) is color coded. In each hemisphere, 3 parallel strips could be observed within which the gradient retained more or less the same direction but across which it showed sharp discontinuities. These comprised the rostral bank of HG (rHG), the caudal bank of HG (cHG), and the PT, respectively. In the left hemisphere, some evidence for another gradient reversal was apparent posteriorly, near the temporoparietal junction. [Figure 5*f*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} plots a histogram of the observed directions across all voxels in the left and right hemispheres separately. Each histogram shows a bimodal distribution, with 2 peaks corresponding with the alternating parallel strips. Except for a mirror reversal in the midsagittal plane, the 2 hemispheres show a highly comparable distribution.

Individual Activation Patterns
------------------------------

So far, all results were derived from the mean group data. To ascertain that similar maps existed in individual subjects, the individual response level data of all ROI voxels were fitted with the first and second component\'s response profiles that are shown in [Figure 5*a*,*b*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} (note that because the response profiles of all principal components are orthogonal, inclusion of the other response profiles into the fit is inconsequential). [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the resulting maps for all 20 subjects. The reported correlation coefficients *R* quantify the similarity between the individual subject map and the group map of the second component (shown in [Fig. 5*b*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, in spite of some intersubject variability, most individual maps well resembled the group map. With the exception of one subject that showed little or no sound-evoked activation at the subject level (bottom right, labeled "n3839" in the figure), correlations between maps were always positive and high in magnitude. The median *R* equaled 0.48.

![Individual maps corresponding with the group principal components were determined by fitting the individual voxel response level data with the response profiles belonging to the first and second principal components that were derived from the average group data. Color codes are the same as in [Figure 5*a*,*b*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Correlation coefficients *R* quantify the similarities between the second component\'s maps of individuals and the group.](cercorbhr282f06_4c){#fig6}

Discussion
==========

In the present study, robust tonotopic maps were demonstrated in response to minimally salient tone stimuli in a group of 20 subjects. Six different stimulus frequencies were used, spanning a range of 5 octaves. In the derived activation maps, activation clusters could be seen to travel from lateral HG toward both the anterior and the posterior sides of medial HG as the stimulus frequency increased. This suggests the presence of at least 2 tonotopic progressions on the rostral and caudal banks of HG (rHG and cHG). A principal component analysis was carried out, which showed that in our results, after variations in overall activation level that were captured by the first component, systematic differences in frequency preferences were the most dominant response feature. The corresponding component map captured the 2 tonotopic progressions that were already observed in the set of activation maps in closer detail but also revealed at least a third tonotopic progressions in PT. Moreover, multiple cortical regions could be clearly distinguished on the basis of tonotopic gradient direction. Finally, we showed that the observed behavior at the group level could be traced back to similar tonotopic mappings in individuals quite consistently.

Spatial Specificity
-------------------

In the past, tonotopic progressions have often been demonstrated by following the trajectory of a single activation peak as a function of frequency or by comparing response profiles along a chosen curve across the cortical surface. These methods are relatively sensitive to noise, since outcomes are determined by the signals of only a small subset of voxels. Also, some subjectivity is introduced, for example, in the choice which local maxima to consider or where to draw the curve. Other approaches that capture the behavior of all voxels in one summary outcome, for instance by tracking the location of a cluster\'s "center of mass" as a function of frequency, have as a drawback that they have difficulty dealing with multiple tonotopic progressions simultaneously, especially when oppositely directed. We were able to avoid these limitations by looking at correlations between activation maps to quantify their similarities. We proved that frequency progressions are gradual by showing that similarities progressively decreased as frequency differences became larger. In combination with the fact that activation smoothly varies over space, we see little alternative then to conclude that tonotopic representations also map frequency onto the cortical surface in a gradual continuous manner.

We used task-irrelevant unattended sound stimuli. Attention is known to modulate activation levels, even at the level of primary auditory cortex ([@bib44]; [@bib53]). We controlled for attention by involving our subjects in a nonauditory task. By engaging them in this manner, we hoped to remove potential effects of attention to the auditory stimuli. A parallel may exist between this controlled diversion and the use of anaesthetization, making our results more readily comparable to those from animal studies.

To further avoid excessive spread of activation across the auditory cortex, 2 stimulus intensities were employed that were relatively low but that differed by 20 dB. Comparing the sound-evoked activations, clear evidence was indeed found that activation was more extensive and spatially less specific for the louder set of stimuli than for the softer set. Activation patterns that were related to different frequencies resembled each other more closely for loud stimuli than for corresponding soft stimuli ([Fig. 4*b*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the response maps to low frequencies, which were presented furthest above threshold, were more strongly correlated than those for the highest frequencies, which were presented closer to the hearing threshold. This cannot simply be explained by an overall difference in activation magnitude, as observed in the activation maps for instance, because correlations are insensitive to scale. Instead, our results indicate that activations to loud stimuli show more spatial overlap than those to low intensities. Such an increase in overlap may either result from activations becoming more extensive or from activations moving closer together. When cross-correlating the activations to soft and loud stimuli, we observed that activations to same-frequency stimuli remained highly correlated. This suggests that the observed increase in overlap should be largely attributed to enlarged activation extents, that is, spread of activation. Nevertheless, a systematic trend was observed that suggested that low- and high-frequency activations at high levels had shifted toward the middle frequencies to some extent. However, this effect was weak and can be understood for instance if spread of activation toward neighboring frequencies occurs for the extremest frequencies but cannot continue beyond the endpoints that limit the tonotopic map and is therefore forced toward intermediate frequency regions.

The disclosed spread of activation may have occurred on a neural level. Excitation patterns are known to spread in asymmetrical fashion in the cochlea already. However, this always occurs in the form of a net shift toward the low-frequency tonotopic endpoint ([@bib57]). We did observe such a trend for high-frequency stimuli, but if anything the opposite was seen for low frequencies. Still, such spread may arise more centrally in the auditory system, since lateral projections between neurons that respond to neighboring frequencies abound at various levels ([@bib63]). Alternatively, an explanation may be sought in hemodynamics. As metabolic demand in the brain locally increases, capillaries become more dilated, but at the same time, more capillaries are recruited. In combination with the sensitivity for downstream venous effects in BOLD fMRI, increased activation conceivably leads to apparent recruitment of a larger cortical area. However, regardless whether the spread of activation is a result of neural or hemodynamic mechanisms, our findings prove that the most accurate and spatially specific tonotopic maps may be obtained with fMRI using low-level stimuli (provided that responses can still be confidently detected).

Tonotopic Maps
--------------

Our results clearly showed that the low-frequency stimuli evoked strong responses especially in a central lateral location in the detected acoustically responsive superior temporal lobe. In contrast, high-frequency stimuli were seen to activate regions medially toward the periphery of the activation cluster. Upon closer inspection, 2 separate high-frequency endpoints could be distinguished, 1 on the posterior side of medial HG and 1 on its anterior side. This gives rise to 2 tonotopic frequency progressions, separated by the crest of HG, and covering the caudal and rostral half of HG, respectively. These 2 regions could also be clearly distinguished on the basis of the local frequency gradient\'s direction, which remained relatively constant within regions but suddenly changed at their boundary. Notably, these gradients were not colinear and antiparallel but set at a pronounced angle. We hypothesize that these tonotopic maps correspond with functional fields in auditory cortex, illustrated and labeled cHG and rHG in [Figure 7*a*](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. The principal component analysis revealed a posterior secondary low-frequency endpoint, which was accompanied by another gradient reversal. This points at the existence of an additional tonotopic gradient in the PT ([Fig. 7*a*](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

![(*a*) The tonotopic layout was visualized by means of iso-frequency contour plots (white lines) and interpreted in terms of putative boundaries between auditory fields (black lines). Three tonotopic progressions were identified on rHG, cHG, and PT. Endpoints showing low- and high-frequency responses are indicated by filled circles (L and H, respectively). (*b*) Prominent anatomical features in the region of the auditory cortex comprise the insula (INS), circular sulcus (CS), planum polare (PP), HG, Heschl\'s sulcus (HS), PT, and temporoparietal junction (TPJ). Labels are overlaid on a rendering of the left superior temporal surface, as outlined by dashed lines in panel *a*. (*c*) Numerous neuroimaging studies have revealed an effective tonotopic gradient extending from anterolateral to posteromedial HG (see the Introduction). (*d--g*) Tonotopic endpoints that were obtained in other studies are reproduced in a similar view to facilitate comparisons. Numbered endpoints correspond with identically numbered endpoints in the original publications. (*h--k*) A number of cortical parcellation schemes for the region of the human auditory cortex were proposed in the literature. Areas: Kl: lateral koniocortex, Km: medial koniocortex, PaAc/r/i/e: caudal/rostral/internal/external parakoniocortical, Reit: retroinsular, Tpt: temporoparietal, Ts: superior temporal, and ProK: prokoniocortex; LP: lateroposterior, AI: primary auditory, PA: posterior, LA: lateral, STA: superior temporal, ALA: anterior lateral, AA: anterior, and MA: medial; Te1.0/1.1/1.2/2/3: temporal 1.0/1.1/1.2/2/3, and TI1: temporoinsular 1; A1: primary auditory, R: rostral, RT: rostrotemporal, CL: caudolateral, CM: caudomedial, ML: middle lateral, MM: middle medial, AL: anterolateral, RM: rostromedial, RTL: lateral rostrotemporal, and RTM: medial rostrotemporal. Consult the original publications for further details regarding these cortical activation patterns and parcellation schemes.](cercorbhr282f07_ht){#fig7}

With regard to neuroimaging results in humans, the outcomes of past studies are inconsistent and sometimes even appear contradictory. Nevertheless, our results are retrospectively compatible with the vast majority of literature and may thus serve to reconcile many of the published findings. Without claiming to be exhaustive, we shall compare our results with a number of influential studies that we consider representative.

Many EEG/MEG as well as PET/fMRI studies (see the Introduction) were able to show that low frequencies are mapped to lateral HG, whereas high frequencies are mapped to more medial regions of HG. This is schematically depicted in [Figure 7*c*](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Such an organization is completely consistent with ours when realizing that for various methodological reasons the spatial resolution of these studies was often limited. This may easily have led the 2 nearby medial high-frequency endpoints to be grouped, resulting in a single gradient that is well aligned with the axis of HG.

The known existence of abutting frequency gradients in monkeys has led researchers to subsequently look for evidence for a second colinear mirrored tonotopic map in lateral HG. One of the first studies that seemed to unambiguously confirm such an organization was reported by [@bib13]. These authors considered the frequency selectivity along a curve that ran along HG and indeed found a characteristic high-to-low-to-high reversal of best frequency ([Fig. 7*d*](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). However, their curve also gradually crossed from the caudal bank of HG in medial locations (endpoint "a" in their labeling) to its rostral bank on the lateral side (endpoint "f") and at least partially traversed both the cHG and the rHG fields as identified by us. For that reason, their frequency progressions are not incompatible with ours. In their publication, the authors did not report a high-frequency endpoint in medial rostral HG, possibly because significant signal was not always detected in that region or because the employed cortical unfolding may have made it appear as if it concerned the same endpoint as the caudal one or perhaps because animal studies did not suggest the existence of such an endpoint and they therefore did not seek it out. Whatever the reason, retrospectively, evidence for such an endpoint was present in the published data (for instance in their subject \#5 shown in their Fig. 5*b*). This leads us to conclude that although our interpretation differs from theirs, in particular regarding the location and orientation of the second tonotopic map, our underlying results are not inconsistent.

In the same period, [@bib70], [@bib71] published a pair of studies that painted a different picture compared with that from Formisano and colleagues ([Fig. 7*e*](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Seven or 8 low- and high-frequency endpoints were identified (in 2004 and 2000, respectively), connected by up to 6 tonotopic progressions (in 2004). Because of the large number of tonotopic maps, an unambiguous correspondence with those in our study is not straightforward to establish. Still, 3 of their progressions were observed in all subjects without exception: one running from endpoint 1′ on lateral HG to endpoint 2′ on anteromedial HG; one running from endpoint 1′ on lateral HG to endpoint 3′ on posterior HG; and one running from endpoint 6′ on lateral superior temporal gyrus to endpoint 3′ on posterior HG. This pattern is reminiscent of the 3 tonotopic progressions that we observed in rHG, cHG, and PT. Although the high-frequency endpoints 2′ and 3′ were not located at the root of HG, we note that in the earlier paper, endpoint 2 actually was positioned almost 1 cm more medially and an additional endpoint numbered 4 was found on medial caudal HG. Differences between those 2 studies may have arisen due to the use of surface coils, with limited sensitivity in medial locations. Furthermore, in all subjects except one, an additional progression was reported running from endpoint 8′ on PT to endpoint 3′ on posterior HG. If endpoints 3/3′ and 4 can be attributed to the same high-frequency region and endpoints 6/6′ and 8/8′ to the same low-frequency region, then both the pattern and the locations of the tonotopic progressions are compatible with what we observed. Again, individual subject data resulted in patterns that were reasonably compatible with our own (for instance subjects \#2 and \#6 in Fig. 4 of the 2004 paper). Two more gradients were reported to occur in two-thirds of the subjects. One was found more anteriorly, from 7′ to 2′; we were unable to distinguish this as a separate gradient in our data. Another one was found more laterally, from 6′ to 5′; we did not find any high-frequency preference in that vicinity. Still, the layout of the most prominent tonotopic maps can be brought into agreement with our results.

[@bib62] published a study in which a number of low- and high-frequency endpoints were reported ([Fig. 7*f*](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), numbered analogously to those of Talavage and co-workers. They identified 2 separate high-frequency endpoints (2 and 4) in medial HG and further distinguished 2 more lateral low-frequency endpoints that they both interpreted to be derived from endpoint 1/1′ in Talavage\'s study. Although in our study, we did not discriminate 2 such low-frequency endpoints, their existence is compatible with the existence of a dual tonotopic map in cHG and rHG. Also, additional endpoints (3 and 8) were found on the PT, suggesting a tonotopic gradient in that region that is similarly aligned to ours. However, Schönwiesner et al. did not interpret their findings in terms of tonotopic maps. Instead, they suggested that low- or high-frequency responses might reflect different types of processing, which just happen to rely on information from different spectral domains. They came to this conclusion primarily because they observed differences between low- and high-frequency responses but not between pairs of either low (¼ and ½ kHz) or high (4 and 8 kHz) frequencies. Unfortunately, in their study, no intermediate frequencies (e.g., 1 and 2 kHz) were included. Possibly, the use of an auditory task, moderately loud frequency-modulated stimuli, the effects of scanner noise, and reliance on observable shifts in activation peaks, conspired to hide the differences between activation patterns that resulted from stimuli that differed by merely one octave. In our study, we did include all aforementioned frequencies and found progressively less similar response patterns as frequencies differed more strongly. In particular, we did not observe a discrete change at some intermediate transition frequency. We therefore conclude that an interpretation in terms of continuous tonotopic organizations within cortical fields is more obvious than an interpretation in terms of discrete differences in preferred frequencies between such fields.

More recently, [@bib24] published tonotopic maps that closely resembled ours. Although they did not present their results in terms of low- and high-frequency endpoints, for ease of comparison, we plotted the location of apparent local frequency extrema in [Figure 7*g*](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} (this representation was derived from their Fig. 6). Similarly to our results, in this work 2 distinct high-frequency endpoints were observed rostrally and caudally near medial HG. Low-frequency activation clustered on lateral HG and spread anteriorly and posteriorly along lateral superior temporal gyrus, with a second low-frequency peak in PT. They interpreted their results to contain 2 mirrored tonotopic maps that ran more or less perpendicular to HG. The emerging picture is quite consistent with that in monkeys ([@bib51], [@bib52]; [@bib72]) and the anterior of these maps also agrees with some earlier MEG results in humans ([@bib43]). Two other studies reported a somewhat similar organization using fMRI in humans ([@bib86]; [@bib67]), although the suggested tonotopic axes in these studies ran more or less diagonally and colinearly across HG, in an orientation that was intermediate between those of [@bib13] and [@bib24]. Still, high-frequency responses in rostral HG were found medially as well. Our results appear to be consistent with these recent findings.

Cortical Organization
---------------------

Tonotopic maps are thought to correspond with cortical fields. Consequently, borders between neighboring tonotopic progressions may serve to identify boundaries between such fields. This idea has already been established in the visual system, where a distinction between fields is made on the basis of retinotopic reversals ([@bib11]), and it is now gaining importance for the auditory system as well ([@bib51]; [@bib85]). In this study, we observed sharp transitions in tonotopic gradient direction. Therefore, it is of interest to compare our functional outcomes with parcellations that have been proposed on the basis of, for example, cytoarchitectonic and histochemical criteria ([@bib20]). Cortical organization has been investigated since the beginning of the previous century already ([@bib6]; [@bib78]). In [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, we have attempted to summarize 4 parcellations of auditory cortex that were arrived at in recent times.

[Figure 7*h*](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} depicts a simplified parcellation based on [@bib15] and preceding work ([@bib46]; [@bib17]; [@bib18]). A distinction is made between a "core" region on the superior temporal surface, a more medial "root" region near the circular sulcus, and a more lateral "belt" region in superior temporal gyrus. In the core, 2 koniocortical fields can be distinguished, 1 laterally and 1 medially (the latter of which has further been subdivided by these authors). These areas are surrounded by lateral rostral and caudal parakoniocortical fields. The root consists of retroinsular, proisocortical, and prokoniocortical areas and the belt consists of at least the lateral (external) parts of superior temporal, parakoniocortical, and temporoparietal areas. Based on their position and orientation, our tonotopic gradients in rostral and caudal HG should be identified with medial and lateral koniocortex, respectively, while the progression in PT may correspond with one of the parakoniocortical fields.

[Figure 7*i*](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows a subdivision based on histological staining that was originally arrived at by Rivier and Clarke and subsequently refined by Wallace ([@bib58]; [@bib9]; [@bib79]). The posteromedial two-thirds of HG are covered by a field named A1. Its cytochemical characteristics (e.g., dense cytochrome oxidase staining in layer IV) suggest that it is a primary sensory area that receives main input from thalamic afferents. By using additional stains, [@bib79] further discriminated a lateroposterior area, running parallel and adjacent to A1 in the bank of the Heschl's sulcus, which was also interpreted to belong to the auditory core region. These 2 areas are highly similar to the medial and lateral koniocortical areas by [@bib15] and may equally be identified with our rostral and caudal HG. Surrounding these core areas, around 6 other auditory areas were identified. Two caudal areas, named the posterior and lateral area, may host the tonotopic gradient in PT.

Using an observer-independent method to define borders between cortical areas, [@bib42] identified a koniocortical primary auditory region Te1 ([@bib54]; [@bib2]; [@bib61]). This was subdivided into 3 divisions along the extent of HG in the posteromedial to anterolateral direction, labeled Te1.1, Te1.0, and Te1.2, respectively. On the basis of its wide layer IV, area Te1.0 was interpreted to receive the largest number of thalamic projections. Te1 is bordered posteriorly by area Te2, laterally by Te3, and anteriorly by TI1. Although our observation of the 3 regions in auditory cortex might point to a correspondence between rHG and TI1, between cHG and Te1, and between PT and Te2, the location and extent of these areas suggest that both rHG and cHG fall inside Te1. The subdivision of Te1 into Te1.1, Te1.0, and Te1.2 does not agree very well with our subdivision of HG in rHG and cHG. [@bib42] suggested that Te1 may contain one tonotopic progression. The high frequencies would then be represented in Te1.1 and the low frequencies in Te1.2. The intermediate frequencies that are important for speech might be processed in Te1.0. Given that we observed the tonotopic gradient to have a strong component perpendicular to the axis of HG, we suspect that the represented frequencies overlap between these subdivisions. According to our results, an additional distinction between the caudal and the rostral side of Te1 should be made.

[Figure 7*k*](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows a parcellation that has been established in monkeys and that has been suggested to exist in humans in homologous form ([@bib69]). A tonotopic correspondence was already pointed out in the publications by [@bib86] and [@bib24]. This parcellation also includes a primary core region, which is subdivided into 2 areas, AI and R ([@bib38]; [@bib26]; [@bib40]) and possibly a third area RT ([@bib41]; [@bib55]; [@bib19]; [@bib27]). These are all tonotopically organized with mirrored abutting frequency gradients set at a distinct angle. Because this closely resembles the organization that we observed, we identify rHG with area R and cHG with AI. Surrounding secondary "belt" and "parabelt" regions contain several additional areas, some of which are tonotopically organized as well ([@bib67]). Because the orientation of their tonotopic maps tend to match those of neighboring core regions seamlessly ([@bib30]; [@bib84]), we may have been unable to distinguish between such core and belt areas on the basis of our functional outcomes alone. The third tonotopic gradient that we observed in PT coincides with the caudal areas CL and CM.

In summary, although the various parcellations differ in various respects, they tend to agree on the existence of a primary auditory core region in medial HG that consists of at least 2 subdivisions, which are often aligned parallel on the rostral and caudal side of the axis of HG. Such an organization is highly compatible with the dual tonotopic progressions that were observed in this study.
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